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Abstract
Two governing factors that influence the electrochemical behaviors of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), namely, state of charge (SOC)
and state of health (SOH), are constantly interchanged, thus hindering the understanding of the mechanical integrity of LIBs. This
study investigates the electrochemical failure of LIBs with various SOHs and SOCs subjected to abusive mechanical loading.
Comprehensive experiments on LiNi0.8CoO15Al0.05O2 (NCA) LIB show that SOH reduction leads to structural stiffness and that the
change trend varies with SOC value. Low SOH, however, may mitigate this phenomenon. Electrochemical failure strain at short
circuit has no relationship with SOC or SOH, whereas failure stress increases with the increase of SOC value. Experiments on three
types of batteries, namely, NCA, LiCoO2 (LCO), and LiFePO4 (LFP) batteries, indicate that their mechanical behaviors share
similar SOH-dependency properties. SOH also significantly influences failure stress, temperature increase, and stiffness, whereas its
effect on failure strain is minimal. Results may provide valuable insights for the fundamental understanding of the electrochemically
and mechanically coupled integrity of LIBs and establish a solid foundation for LIB crash-safety design in electric vehicles.
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Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), owing to their excellent per-
formance due to their high specific power and energy den-
sities, have become increasingly employed for various ap-
plications, including cellphones [1, 2], laptops [2], and elec-
tric vehicles (EVs) [3–9]. With the recent tremendous ex-
pansion of the EVand hybrid EVmarket [10, 11], inevitable
vehicle crash accidents now pose severe threats to the soci-
ety with the possible burning or explosion of LIB-based
systems [12]. The mechanical integrity of LIBs has there-
fore captured the interest of scientists and engineers from

the fields of electrochemistry, material science, and me-
chanics, thereby becoming a hot research topic.

Pioneering work on the mechanical integrity of LIBs
started with classical mechanical analysis that considered
the LIB cell as a structure containing various materials
and components [13–17] and numerical simulation to
study the stress and strain evolution of LIB cells during
abusive mechanical loadings [16, 18–23] . Various load-
ing conditions, such as radial compression [16, 17, 22],
indentation [16, 18], and bending [16, 19], on fully
drained LIBs with low state of charge (SOC), were
employed to mimic real-world loadings to understand me-
chanical–electrochemical behaviors [16, 17, 21, 22]. The
quantitative onset of short-circuit criteria was also deter-
mined on the basis of the mechanical behaviors of LIBs to
assist mechanical integrity [16].

However, due to the continuous charge/discharge cycles of
batteries, the SOC and state of health (SOH) of LIBs constant-
ly vary, which leads to different stress statuses within the cell
[24, 25]. Theoretical [26–29] and experimental studies
[30–32] on silicone anodes revealed that the insertion of lith-
ium ion can cause elastic softening of the anode. Recent evi-
dences demonstrated that the mechanical properties [33, 34]
and volumes [35] of the active particles change because of
varying SOC values. By contrast, other studies indicated that
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the battery electrodes [36–39] and the current collector [40]
change in morphology and structure during battery life cycle.
To further accurately describe and predict the electrochemical-
ly dependent mechanical behaviors of LIBs subjected to abu-
sive mechanical loadings, the quantitative relationships be-
tween SOC status and mechanical behaviors were determined
through experiments [41]. A dynamic mechanical model [42]
with the coupling of strain rate and SOC effects [43, 44] was
also established. However, the life cycle of LIBs and the cou-
pling effect that caused SOC and SOH were not considered.

To bridge this gap, this study investigates the mechanical
integrity behavior of LIBs under different SOH and SOC
values by selecting 18,650 LIBs as target cells. Load, voltage,
and temperature are monitored and recorded over time.
Governing parameters that characterize the mechanical integ-
rity of LIBs are summarized, compared, and analyzed at dif-
ferent SOCs and SOHs and among different types of LIBs.

This paper is organized as follows. Second section de-
scribes the experimental methods, including experimental
samples, characterization method, and experimental de-
sign. Third section presents the typical result for NCA
batteries. Forth section discusses the experimental results
on the three types of batteries.

Methods

Experimental Samples

Several widely commercialized 18,650 LIBs were selected as
target cells, as shown in Fig. 1(a). These cells were supplied
by Sony (LCO cell), Panasonic (NCA cell), and Lishen (LFP
cell). The nominal capacities, nominal voltages, and charge
cutoff voltages of these 18,650 LIBs are listed in Table 1.

These cells mainly consist of shell, jellyroll, and mandrel. The
cylindrical jellyrolls are wound with two layers of separator, one
layer of positive electrode, and another layer of negative electrode.

Experimental Method

Large-deformation compression tests were performed to mim-
ic the possible abusive external mechanical loadings imposed
on LIBs. The loading rate was set at 2 mm/min to provide
quasi-static mechanical loadings, where strain rate and inertia
effects were excluded. During loadings, the displacement,
load, voltage, surface temperature of batteries, and environ-
mental temperature were recorded in real time.

Figure 1(b) and (c) provide the schematic illustration of the
compression test. Open-circuit voltage was measured by
connecting the sensor joints to the positive and negative of
the sample battery. The temperature measurement points were
located on the cell surface along the middle of the axis, where
minimal deformation occurred. Fair comparison of

temperature changes in various testing samples with different
heat capacities was initially ruled out due to the small changes
in laboratory temperature during the experiment.

To better describe the mechanical integrity behaviors of tar-
get LIBs, we introduced two parameters, namely, nominal
strain and stress, which are similar to those in a previous study
[41], to describe themechanical behavior of LIBs. Failure stress
and strain emerge when internal short circuit is triggered.

The nominal strain is equal to the displacement/diameter
ratio, which can be expressed as follows:

εn ¼ d
2R

; ð1Þ

where d is the displacement of the compression plate and R is
the radial of the battery, as shown in Fig. 1(d). The nominal
stress is equal to the load/contact area ratio, which can be
expressed as follows:

σn ¼ F
Sc

; ð2Þ

where F is the force and Sc is the contact area. The product of
the length and contact width of LIBs can be used to express
varying contact areas, as follows:

Sc ¼ lcbc; ð3Þ

where lc is the cell length, which is constant; and bc is the
contact width, which changes with the displacement, as shown
in Fig. 1(d). bc is calculated as follows:

bc ¼ 2Rarccos
R−d=2

R

� �
ð4Þ

INSTRON 8801 universal material testing machine
(Fig. 1(c)) was used as the mechanical testing platform
for compression tests with a maximum load of 10 kN and
an enhanced resolution of 50 N. Accuracy refers to the
maximum of ±5% of the set value and 0.005% of the load
cell capacity. The LIB voltage was measured in situ by
Agilent 34410A digital voltmeter with a recording frequen-
cy of 20 Hz and an accuracy of 0.01 mV. The LIB surface
temperature was measured in situ by ANBAI AT4508
multi-channel temperature sensors and K-type thermocou-
ples. The measurement range is 200 °C–1300 °C, and the
resolution ratio is 0.1 °C. The recording frequency is 1 Hz,
and the accuracy is 0.2 °C. BK6808AR rechargeable bat-
tery performance testing equipment with a controlling
computer was used to prepare battery test samples.

Experimental Design

Charge/discharge cycles were used to characterize SOH sta-
tus. The main influencing factor of SOH was generally the
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cycles, and evidence showed the relationship of the SOH and
SOC values. The SOH value, defined as the ratio of residual
capacity and initial capacity, decreases as cycles increase
[45–48]. We used cycles to characterize the SOH, as shown
in Fig. 2(a), and ruled out the possibility that laboratory tem-
perature may lengthen the battery cycle experiment. The SOC
value, defined as the ratio of input capacity and nominal ca-
pacity, was accurately controlled through the battery perfor-
mance testing equipment.

We selected brand-new batteries and used a battery
performance testing equipment to charge and discharge
them to the required cycles. The cycle test mode is in
constant current in order not to introduce more influenc-
ing factors. We selected a 0.5 C cycle rate considering the

efficiency and safety of the tests. The charge and dis-
charge cutoff voltages are shown in Table 1. The charge/
discharge curve is shown in Fig. 2(b). The cells were
charged with a constant current to the designated SOC
value at 0.5 C. The prepared sample descriptions with
testing matrix are presented in Table 2. We performed
four test repetitions for each experiment scenario due to
the inconsistency among testing battery samples. Forty
experiments were conducted. The experiments had excel-
lent repeatability from the perspective of mechanics, as
shown in Fig. 2(c).

We adopted the small-cycle and large-rate experimental
method to mimic the varying SOH conditions. For example,
the normal working current of the selected NCA batteries is

Fig. 1 Schematic illustrations of experimental setups: (a) three types of 18,650 LIB cell samples, battery charge and discharge testing machine, and the
control computer, (b) compression test, (c) experimental devices, including universal material testing machine, voltage sensor, and temperature sensor,
(d) deformation of 18,650 LIB cells during the compression test

Table 1 List of specifications for
the 18,650 LIB test samples LIB system NCA LCO LFP

Manufacturer Panasonic Sony Lishen

Type NCR 18650-B 18,650 LS-LR18650EC

Discharge cutoff voltage (V) 2.5 2.5 2.0

Cathode/anode materials LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 /graphite LiCoO2/graphite LiFePO4/graphite

Nominal voltage (V) 3.7 3.7 3.2

Nominal capacity (mAh) 3350 2250 1350

Max charge/discharge current (C) 0.5/1.5 1/10 0.5/1
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0.1 C–0.2 C, and the normal capacity is 3400 mAh; therefore,
a 0.5 C cycle rate indicates a high utilization intensity. To save
time, the charge/discharge cycles are set as 1, 10, 50, and 100.

Results

Figure 3 shows that the stress σn first increases gradually
because of the possible gaps among battery skin and the
jellyroll, layers in the jellyroll, and the central mandrel.
Furthermore, σn flows into a plateau when the internal
mandrel buckles. The battery gradually becomes dense
when the clearances among the layers are eliminated. As
the structure becomes stiffer, σn increases drastically.
Once the electrodes and separator layers of the jellyroll
fracture completely, stress evidently decreases. The force
decreases at εn = 0.309 (d = 5.56 mm) mainly due to the
large-scale fracture in the jellyroll.

The voltage also increases slightly from 3.328 V up to
3.354 V in the loading before the onset of battery short
circuit. After reaching Maximum Point A (Fig. 3), the
voltage begins to decrease slightly because the internal
micro short circuit is triggered. After the mechanical
fracture of Point B, the voltage decreases drastically be-
cause the jellyroll is fractured. The initial room temper-
ature is 17 °C. The temperature increase was measured to
obtain an indirect evidence of battery failure. Naturally,
the surface temperature change ΔT monitoring on the
cell is almost constant before the internal short circuit.
Once short circuit starts, the temperature begins to rise
and reaches its peak value after approximately 30 s. A
low SOC value causes the low temperature increase, and
the thermal runaway is not triggered. The lag in temper-
ature increase in contrast with the voltage decrease is
mainly caused by the low-frequency data recording and
the heat propagation time from the short-circuit point to
the cell surface.

The dσn/dεn curve profile shown in Fig. 3 exhibits
roughly the same trend as the stress–strain curve profile.
When dσn/dεn reaches its peak value, the internal micro
short circuit occurs (Point A), and the voltage starts to
decrease slightly. Local temperature increase softens the
cell material, thus accelerating the thermal buckling of
cell materials. The bulking causes the loss of battery bear-
ing capacity and softens the structural stiffness of the bat-
tery. The battery skin then starts to fracture, dσn/dεn

Fig. 2 (a) SOH-cycle curve at 0.5
C of NCA battery, (b) Charge/
discharge curve at 0.5 C of NCA
battery, (c) Load-displacement
curves of four NCA batteries with
SOC = 0 and 1 cycle

Table 2 Cycling procedure and conditions for the pulsed discharged
cells

Type Cycle rate Method Cycles SOC

NCA 0.5 C Constant current 1, 10, 50, 100 0, 0.4

LCO 0.5 C Constant current 1, 10, 100 0.4

LFP 0.5 C Constant current 1, 10, 100 0.4
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decreases drastically, and the jellyroll starts to bear the
loadings. At approximately 0.309 strain (5.56 mm dis-
placement), a large portion of the layer fractures, thus
causing a large drop in dσn/dεn, and the voltage drops to
zero (Point B). The dσn/dεn value in Point A can be ex-
tracted (shown as tangent modulus Em in Fig. 3, the
maximum value of dσn/dεn before the failure of the
battery). The failure strain εf and failure stress σf can be
extracted from Point B.

Batteries with different material systems may differ slightly
in mechanical behaviors due to the differences in the battery
shell thickness, cathode or anode material properties, capacity,
and processing technology of the battery.

On the one hand, the tangent module reflects the dif-
ferences in the initial liner phase. The tangent module in
the initial liner phase for the NCA battery is approxi-
mately 68.4 MPa, and the corresponding strain variation
is 0.084. However, for the LCO and LFP batteries, the
tangent module values are 227.0 MPa and 274.6 MPa,
and the strain variations are 0.036 and 0.025, respective-
ly. The selected LFP and LCO batteries have thicker
shells than that of the NCA battery. The thickness t of
NCA, LCO, and LFP battery shells are 0.15, 0.25, and
0.3 mm, respectively. Assuming that the battery shell is
for a thin wall cylinder and a small deformation occurs
during loading, length L and the inertia moment of the
shell Iz = Lt3/12. Therefore, the displacement d of the
functional point of F equals

d ¼ ∫
π

0
∫
RFsin αð Þ

2EIz
cos αð Þ ¼ ELFt3

6πR2 ; ð5Þ

where R is the shell radius and E is the elastic module of
shell. Therefore,

d
F

¼ ELt3

6πR2 ∝t
3: ð6Þ

When t increases, the equivalent stiffness of the thin
wall and the initial tangent modulus increase. This con-
dition is mainly exhibited in the first half part of the
curves in Fig. 4, where LCO and LFP batteries exhibit
higher overall stiffness than NCA batteries. On the other
hand, the densification strain reflect the differences. The
densification strain (inflection point of dσn/dεn) of the
NCA, LCO, and LFP batteries are approximately 0.198,
0.220, and 0.208, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4. The
nominal capacities of the three types of batteries are
3350, 2250, and1350 mAh, respectively. The NCA bat-
teries have higher capacities and more compact internal
structures, thus causing a shorter period of force plateau
in the stress–strain curve, smaller densification strain,
and failure strain.

Discussions

SOH-Dependent Mechanical Integrity Behavior

To investigate the relationship between SOH and mechani-
cal integrity behavior, we selected a set of NCA 18650 LIBs
with SOC = 0 and 1, 10, 50, and 100 cycles. Fig. 5(a) shows
that the overall profiles at various cycles are similar, but the
structural stiffness increases with the increase of charge/

Fig. 3 Typical mechanical and
electrochemistry behaviors in
compression loadings, including
stress–strain, voltage–strain,
temperature–strain, and derivative
nominal stress–strain curves,
during the compression test with a
deformation rate of 2 mm/min for
18,650 lithium-ion battery at
SOC = 0
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discharge cycles until the sudden force/nominal stress de-
creases. In other words, used batteries may share the same

mechanical behaviors but exhibit high structural stiffness.
The dσn/dεn curves shown in Fig. 5(b) demonstrate that the
stiffness increase is large for batteries with more cycles. For
100 cycles, this Bhardening effect^ is more evident, and the
cell may enter densification stage (inflection point of dσn/
dεn) at a displacement of 3.5 mm or εn ≈ 0.17, whereas the
cell with 1 cycle becomes fully densified at 4.5 mm or εn ≈
0.20. The decrease of densification strain means the thick-
ening of the electrode layers after repeated cycles [49].

As shown in Fig. 6, the maximum stiffness Em remains un-
changed with the cycle increase. As the cycles increase,ΔT also
gradually increases, indicating a deteriorated thermal condition.
εf decreases slightly and σf increases as the cycles increase.

As the cycles increase, the structure and composition of elec-
trode materials change. The phase change of cathode [50], the
loose structure of anode [51], and the lithium deposits [49] may
increase the structural stiffness and temperature rise. Within
100 cycles and SOC= 0, the ageing effects of separator cause
the slight decline of εf. The increase of structural stiffness also
leads to the increase of σf. The separator is the key component
to maintain the electrochemistry performance of the battery. The
separator thus determines the capability to prevent the short circuit.

Comparison Among the Different Batteries (NCA, LCO,
and LFP)

To explore the SOH-dependent mechanical integrity behaviors in
18,650 LIBs, we selected three types of 18,650 LIBs, namely,
NCA, LFP, and LCO, for the compression experiment under the
same condition. The SOC is 0.4, and the cycles are 1, 10, and 100.

As shown in Fig. 7, the trends of Em for the three
types of batteries are similar. Em monotonically declines

Fig. 4 Different mechanical
behaviors of LCO, LFP, and NCA
18650 LIBs at SOC = 0.4, 1 cycle
during compression tests:
nominal stress–strain curves and
derivative nominal stress–strain
curves

Fig. 5 Mechanical behavior curves of NCA LIBs at SOC = 0 in various
cycles: (a) load–displacement curve, (b) stress gradient curve
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with the increase of cycles in the three groups. Among
the three types of batteries, the LFP battery has the

maximum amplitude of drop, and the change ranges of
the NCA and LCO batteries are smaller.

Fig. 6 (a) Tangent modulus–
cycle, (b) temperature rise–cycle,
(c) failure strain–cycle, and (d)
failure stress–cycle curves for
different NCA LIBs at SOC = 0

Fig. 7 Mechanical,
electrochemistry, and failure
behaviors of LCO, LFP, and NCA
LIBs at SOC= 0.4 in various
cycles, in terms of (a) maximum
structural stiffness–cycle, (b)
temperature rise–cycle, (c) failure
strain–cycle, and (d) failure
stress–cycle curves
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ΔT decreases slightly with the addition of cycles. The
decrease ranges of NCA and LCO batteries are larger than
that of the LFP battery. The ΔT of the LFP battery is con-
stant. By contrast, the high capacity of the battery model
may lead to high ΔT.

The εf and σf of the LCO and LFP batteries have
different tendencies compared with those of NCA batte-
ries. εf and σf monotonically decline with increasing
cycles of LCO and LFP batteries. The difference among
the three types of batteries is caused by the different
material systems (including the shells), nominal capaci-
ties, and manufacturing processes.

Considering the influence of manufacturing process,
material system, and other factors, different types of bat-
teries may have different change trends. Among these
parameters, the influence of the cycles is least on εf, as
shown in Fig. 8.

SOC-Dependent Mechanical Integrity Behavior

A group of NCA LIBs with SOC = 0 and 0.4 with 1
charge/discharge cycle was selected for the experiment
under the same condition to determine SOC-dependent
mechanical integrity behavior. The stiffness of high-
SOC batteries is generally greater than the stiffness of
low-SOC batteries, as shown in two typical curves in
Figs. 9(a) and (b). Quantitatively similar results on LCO
LIBs were reported by Ref. [41]. Thus, different types
of LIBs share similar SOC-hardening behaviors.

Results show that the variation of SOC value from
SOC = 0 to 0.4. Em increased by 6.27%; ΔT increased
by approximately 49.06% because a battery with a high
SOC value may carry more energy; εf did not change
with SOC; and σf increased by over 6.51%.

The increase of Em is caused by the insertion of Li+, which
further causes the initial stress of the graphite anode and
stiffens the structure [52]. Therefore, the temperature rise in-
creases significantly as compared with that of low-SOC bat-
teries. Owing to the stiffer structure, σf also increases.

Coupling Effect of SOH and SOC on LIB Mechanical
Behaviors

To further explore the coupling effect brought about by
SOH and SOC, we selected a group of NCA LIBs with
SOC = 0/0.4 and 1, 10, 50, and 100 cycles. All cells
generally exhibited similar mechanical response, as
shown in Fig. 10(a). The peak forces F are greater
when SOC increases, and F increases slightly with the
increase in cycles, as shown in Fig. 10(b).

For the batteries, the percentage of Em increases from
SOC = 0 to 0.4 as cycles decrease, but the variation
decreases slowly, as shown in Fig. 10(c). As the cycle
increases, the stiffness decreases at SOC = 0.4 and in-
creases slightly at SOC = 0. By contrast, the capacity

Fig. 8 Variation of four main parameters for the three types of LIBs from
1 to 100 cycles

Fig. 9 (a) Load–displacement and (b) nominal stress–strain curves of
NCA LIBs at SOC = 0 and 0.4
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is lost, and the charging efficiency decreases as the
cycles increase. Those conditions reduce the SOC-
hardening effect.

As the cycles increase, ΔT increases when SOC = 0
and decreases when SOC = 0.4, as shown in Fig. 10(d).
As the cycles increase, the difference in ΔT is gradually
narrowed between the LIB group with SOC = 0 and 0.4.

As shown in Figs. 10(e) and (f), εf is quite stable in
various SOC and SOH statuses because the structural
stiffness hardening effects would be compensated by
the high failure stresses with high SOCs and cycles. σf
increases. This process is caused by the SOH stiffness
effects, as mentioned above.

Table 3 summarizes the effects caused by various SOCs
and SOHs. In general, the increase of SOC also renders the
effect of cycles on the mechanical integrity behaviors less
evident for NCA 18650 LIBs, as shown in Fig. 11. This

finding can be attributed to the impact of SOH, which is main-
ly reflected in the battery anode. The coupling effect of SOC
and SOH indicates that the electrochemical status significantly
influences the mechanical integrity of LIBs.

Fig. 10 (a) Load–displacement,
(b) maximum load–cycle, (c)
percentage of tangent module
increase (from SOC = 0 to 0.4)–
cycle, (d) temperature rise–cycle,
(e) failure strain–cycle, and (f)
failure stress–cycle curves of
different NCA LIBs at SOC = 0
and 0.4 under different cycles

Table 3 Variation trend of mechanical integrity behaviors in NCA LIBs
at SOC= 0/0.4 and various SOH values during compression tests

NCA(Cycles) SOC = 0 SOC = 0.4 Comparison
of SOC = 0
and SOC = 0.4

Maximum structual stiffness ↑∗ ↓ <

Failure strain → → ≅
Failure stress ↑ ↑ <

Temperature rise ↑ ↓∗ <

Legend: ↑ Increase ↓ Decrease ∗ Slightly→ Unchanged
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Concluding Remarks

The SOC and SOH are two critical factors affecting the me-
chanical integrity behavior of LIBs, especially the coupling
effect of SOH and SOC with charge/discharge cycles. This
study investigated the SOH/SOC-dependent mechanical in-
tegrity behaviors of NCA LIBs and the SOH-dependent me-
chanical integrity behaviors of the three types of widely com-
mercialized 18,650 LIBs in compression tests. The coupling
effects of SOH and SOC were also investigated. Experiments
on NCA LIBs show that SOH reduction leads to structural
stiffness and that the change trend varies with SOC value.
Failure deformation at short circuit has no relationship with
the SOC or SOH value, whereas failure stress increases with
the increase of SOC value. Experiments on the three types of
battery indicate that different types of batteries may have sim-
ilar SOH-dependent mechanical behaviors. SOH slightly af-
fects failure the strain and significantly influences the failure
stress, temperature increase, and stiffness.

Results may provide valuable insights for understanding
electrochemical mechanisms as working conditions for the
mechanical integrity of LIBs and establish a solid foundation
for LIB crash-safety design in EVs.
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